Toyota corolla electrical problems

Search your problem. More specific problems:. Top problems. When I tap the brakes the
headlights flicker and sometimes when I turn the headlights on bright engine stalls and I lose all
lights. Comment Same issue here. Best answer according to igodditt. After checking the
internet it showed all the signs of it being an alternator. I had it checked and car was running
rough in idle and it wasn't putting out enough reved it up and it smoothed out and it smoothed
out and read fine. I kept having problems and decided to replace alternator which seemed to fix
it but I had to have some other work done when I picked it up I told him about all the weird
problems and he said I think I might have fixed it I noticed the battery light flickered. He handed
me the end off the battery cable which was broken almost in to. So far I haven't had any more
problems. Would not come on. Electrical system. Electrical issue with a. Nothing works. I
change the blower motor resistor and the blower motor as well still no result. Had that issue
blower motor would not work for heat or air even though the motor was fine. Airbag must come
out of passenger side Dash and relay is up there you cannot do it from below cannot even see
it. Sad to say I had mine done at the dealership works great now though someone had
mentioned it in an article someplace but I could not see it even with a mirror. Should have
known to lift the airbag module out then you can see everything in there. Headlights Brake light
Dashboard Electrical system Brakes. Every time I press my brakes my parking lights and dash
lights come on, with my headlights on my brake lights stay on. Anyone know the problem?
Brake light fuse keeps blowing out, no brake lights Solved Toyota Corolla 1. Brake light Fuses
Brakes. My brake lights have been going out quite often. Usually i change the fuse because it
burnt out. I've chg'd the fuse three times today and when i press my brakes you can clearly hear
the "pop" when the fuse blows out. Clearly a bigger problem exist, how bad can this get? I have
had a few people tell me to put a higher fuse 20 in No, not doing that. Best answer according to
Mickey. Check all the wires around the tail lights. I had the same problem when the light on the
spoiler of my Corolla S had a opened wire it was shorting on the metal causing the fuse to blow.
I applied antirust spray in fuse box. Now my GLI corolla doesnt start. The fan has become direct
with turning the key. Has the spray caused some circuit problem or so? My Toyota recently died
while I was driving home I was able to restart it and chug my way home. After that it would not
start. Replace the fuel pump, check all plugs, fuse and spark plugs. Now it will start but runs
only for a second or two and dies as if it's not getting enough gas. I can hear the fuel pump
running when I start and when the car dies. Everything seems to be working no codes come up
when plugging in. Not sure what to do now any suggestions? You should change the gas line
filter and also try Gas Line antifreeze it removes any water in the line. My altus when hot it does
not start fuel pump. I replace same problem. Engine Battery Fuses. I am having trouble to start
the engine of my car. All the lights actually turn on but the car itself won't. I've tried the battery
in another vehicle and it works properly. I really don't know if it can be a fuse failure. Could you
please help me? The first thing you should do is to put the car in neutral and check whether it
starts there. If it does, then your problem is the ignition engine, which is located beneath the
intake manifold. It has got two wires, a thick one coming from the battery and a thin one that
recibes the switch's signal. You should try removing or peeling the thin one and inserting a
piece of wire to give it directly from the battery. If it still does not work, then there must be an
engine failure. Car will not start Toyota Corolla 1. I just got home, then went to go back out and
the car will not start. All the lights, radio, air came on but nothing. I turned everything off and
still nothing. The fuel pump sounded like it went on, but nothing from the starter. My guess is
the starter is shot, but maybe a wire? If you have any insight, please let me know. It's an
automatic. Check your ground wire on the battery and starter. Lots of times it's the one on the
starter. If it's not that replace your starter. My car has spark and fuel to injectors and the starter
works but I have a p fault and I have replaced the temperature switch. Can't see anything on
dash, no tail lights just brake lights. Checked fuses but they seem to be ok. My toyota is corolla
not working all electric only working in amperbox 2 lights oil and 1 more what is the problem?
Intermittant engine management light. Timing belt Wiring Serpentine belt Check engine light
Camshaft sensor. Hi, my engine management light comes on whilst driving maybe once a week.
Then goes off after I restart car. I have had the camshaft sensor replaced as this is what the
fault code was signalling. However, the light still comes on but not so often as before. I have
been advised to get the serpentine belt changed, timing chain slipping, wiring fault or sensor is
misplaced. Can anyone shed any light without me having to spend a fortune please? It is a vvt-i
petrol engine. Thank you. Battery Alternator Stalls. I have replaced the battery and replaced the
alternator but the battery keeps going flat. Hi, I'm just wondering if you found a solution to your
problem as I'm now having the same problem and can understand why. My battery light on dash
flickers every now and then. Voltage to fuel pump Toyota Corolla 1. Engine Fuel pump Relays.
Fuel pump does not get voltage when key is turned on, but will get voltage to run pump and
start engine when engine is cranking, most of the time. Also, has new relay. This started when

original pump failed, and was replaced. Was driving car went over speed bump car stopped
running Car starts and dies I put in a fuel pump spark plugs air filter tested fuel pump relay its
good tested ignition coils they are good. Engine Battery. Hey help me understand this ,battery
failing to start in my corolla 5a Engine but starting in chaser 1g engine. What wound be the
problem in the corolla? Stereo code Battery. Car broken into electrics ruined needed new
battery radio now requires code which is not known how can this be solved. Battery Steering
warning light Stalls. I Le ft my lights on killed my battery it was the factory battery still so I just
went and bought a new one. Installed it. Car starts and idles fine but car won't accelerate won't
come out of park. Electric Power steering warning light is on and the malfunction indicator lamp
is on. Would there be a simple fix. Trunk Fuses. My remote stopped locking my car and then I
noticed my dome light and my trunk light were out I checked the fuses and it was blown. I
changed it 2 more times and it blew both of those on the spot Need to know which sparkplug
wire's go where coming from disturber to sparkplugs. Mirrors Windows Power windows Fuses
Relays. I do not know where the fuse or relay under bonnet is for my power Windows also
mirrors aren't working. Need help finding wire for tacho Toyota Corolla Hatch manual 1. Wiring
Tachometer Distributor. Hi trying to put tachometer in car I can't seen to find the rev signal wire
anywhere have checked a green one that comes off distributor as have seen that on a few
forums people say it's that but still no luck please help. Car intermiddently starts. Toyota
Corolla 1. Engine Fuel pump Battery Clutch Starting. Car can be fine and starts without a hitch
but then occasionally decides not to start after having stopped somewhere for a break. Engine
is cranking and it's not possible to bump start the car by lifting the clutch so pretty sure battery
is fine. Plugs recently changed. Mechanic couldn't diagnose and refused to believe it was fuel
pump as car would cut out when running which it doesn't. Sometimes I wait 10mins and it
miraculously starts again as if there was no problem. Bit frustrating really as you never know if
it's going to play ball on not on any particular day. Problems with a Corolla? Share them. I
solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us
on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help
Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit
reply. Submit reply Cancel. Toyota Corolla owners have reported electrical system related
problems since Table 1 shows the 28 most common electrical system problems. The number
one most common problem is related to the vehicle's electrical system problems. The second
most common problem is related to the vehicle's wiring 26 problems. For details of each of the
problem category, use the links in the table. I have a Corolla and out of the blue with in the last
few days my entire screen for my audio and navigation went blank on my car. It goes between
running a process and then back to a black screen. Read details Started car this morning and
the check engine light came on. Took to parts store and hooked it up to the computer and found
codes p, pe, pf, p, p everything I have researched comes back to evap canister failure, and
possible wiring failure. I want to report that I found a loose bolt poking out of the drain hole on
the rear passenger door of our toytota Corolla. It was oriented in such a way that only the
threaded end was poking out the hole and held inside the door by the bolt head. On August 7,
when I got off of work I started my Toyota Corolla and I noticed that the engine light was on and
it wasnt on when I drove to work earlier. The contact owns a Toyota Corolla. While driving
approximately 30 mph, the contact noticed smoke coming from under the instrument panel. Car
Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related problems of Toyota Corolla. The Electrical System
problem I have a Corolla and out of the blue with in the last few days my entire screen for my
audio and navigation went blank on my car. The Wiring problem Started car this morning and
the check engine light came on. The Battery problem On August 7, when I got off of work I
started my Toyota Corolla and I noticed that the engine light was on and it wasnt on when I
drove to work earlier. Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Battery problems.
Instrument Panel problems. Starter problems. Horn Assembly problems. Computer Failure
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Starter Solenoid problems. Dash Wiring problems. Fuses
And Circuit Breaker problems. Ignition Switch problems. Ignition problems. Software problems.
Underhood Wiring problems. O2 Sensor problems. Battery Dead problems. Ignition Coils Failure
problems. Trunk Wiring problems. Electrical Failure problems. Anti-theft Controller problems.
Instrument Panel Failure problems. Camshaft Position Sensor problems. Mass Air Flow Sensor
problems. Ignition Module problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems. Battery Cable problems.
Toyota Corolla owners have reported problems related to electrical system under the electrical
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Toyota Corolla based on all problems reported for the
Corolla. I have a Corolla and out of the blue with in the last few days my entire screen for my
audio and navigation went blank on my car. It goes between running a process and then back to
a black screen. It's a safety issue because it's very distracting for one, and for two I got the

upgraded navigation so I had hands free. I'm very dissatisfied and when looking it up have seen
several complaints about this. I have been an avid Toyota vehicle owner and for the most part
been happy with the vehicles. I think this should be something that is looking into any
potentially recalled for them to update this systems this isn't something that I did or anyone
else I've seen posting comments on it. To keep loyal customers you have to have good solid
products, seems that around 70, miles several people have had the same issue. Just around the
time your warranty is up. Please look into this for the integrity of your Toyota name and safety
for those who own this make and model. See all problems of the Toyota Corolla. My car was
parked in my driveway when an electrical fire ignited. I was unaware and a neighbor knocked to
let me know the car was smoking. The fire department responded swiftly and determined the
fire was electrical and originated in the dash and had burned the entire dash, the fire was limited
to this area and did not extend to the engine of the vehicle. Tl the contact owns a Toyota
Corolla. The contact stated while driving 50 mph, the air bags and rear seat belts warning light
illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the local dealer Toyota of downtown la. The failure
recurred. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer had not been informed of failure. The
failure mileage was approximately 19, Tl-the contact owns a Toyota Corolla. The contact stated
that when she put the key in the ingnicion switch whiout starting the vhicle, smoke start to
emitted through the vents and the bottom of the dashbord in the middle. The contact not aware
of what causing the smoke to come throgh the vent. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer or an
independent mechanic for a diagnostic testing. The manufacturer was not made aware of the
failure. The failure mileage was approximately 59, To whom it may concern, we have
experienced anomalous behavior in our vehicle that we believe is due to malware. Read more
Car suddenly all the dashboard lights came on at once brake lights,abs lights,power steering
lights,and speedometer. I've been to the dealership they ripped me off said they had no clue
what was wrong. All the actuators have gone bad and do not work, and is a very expensive fix.
The car only has miles on it. The contact stated that while driving 30 mph, the vehicle stalled
without warning. The vehicle was taken to Toyota of fort walton beach located at beal pkwy NW,
fort walton beach, FL , to be diagnosed however, the mechanic was unable to determine the
cause of the failure. The failure mileage was 3, I was waiting at a stoplight with my foot on the
break waiting for it to turn green. I turn the wheel to make a left turn and put my foot on the gas
and the car diedall the buzzers whistles and lights were flashing on the dashboard. I was able to
shift the car to park and back to drive but nothing happened I was in the middle of traffic on a
busy street and was just getting ready to call the tow truck when I decided to turn the car off.
When I turned it back on it was fine and I was able to turn left. That happened to me twice on
different occasions. Third time I was turning into a driveway and a truck pulled in front of me I
had to put my foot on the break. And then I put my foot on the gas and turned left then right into
the driveway and it died. Ithe dashboard said put in park when I put it in park it said engine
power low. The first time I took it in to Toyota I was sitting there for six hours and they could
find nothing wrong. They told me they were working with corporate and no one had an answer
for me. After the third time I called corporate and was dealing with a woman who was very
professional and try to be helpful and told me to take a back to the dealership. I took a back left
it for two days and they could find nothing wrong. The outcome was that if it happens again I
should have it towed back to the Toyota dealer and not turn it on. I am very concerned I am
worried about driving and having someone crash in to me if my car stops in the middle of
traffic. I had a Toyota before and it was fine but I have to tell you if I get through this one which
is a lease I will never buy another one again. Also lock button on driver side does not lock with
the remote control. It has to be manually locked for the vehicle to be closed and alarm to be
activated. My vehicle makes strange noise and dash flashes with car showed making slight right
turn. The dash displaying coffee cup while driving on highway recall for airbag and seat belts
remedy not yet available. Car may be danger to saftey. Received another recall notice on
another Toyota Corolla le vehicle. Toyota has failed once again. I am scheduled to bring my
vehicle in this Thursday, April 30, at am and was promised I would not experience what I had
before- but well see and I will keep you updated. This recall must be fixed on my Toyota Corolla
le as soon as possible because it is a series safety issue to the consumer. Thank you for your
assistance on this matter. On several occasions, after turning off the car plus minus 4 pm ,
when entering the garage about 8 pm , a noise is felt, as if something electric were activated,
apparently the noise comes near the fuel tank or in the gas outlet system, at that moment only
the noise is removed, when I start the car and turn it off. Cannot renew vehicle registration due
to the recall. Recall cannot be performed since manufacturer does not have a remedy. I'm now
placed in a position wherein I might have to pay fines and other fees and not have a valid
registered vehicle to use to get to and from work. While I was driving on a street, my car started
to stall, and die, this has happened 3 times. It just happened today, I was driving on the street,

and the engine just stopped, and car stopped running, I had to pull over and make sure it was in
drive, and start it up again. I almost got hit by another car, because the engine stopped running.
Another time I was driving on the street about to get on the freeway, and the car stalled, died. I
checked to make sure it was in drive, adjusted it and then kept going. I called the dealer today,
and will take my car there in mesa, az on Saturday to be checked. It seemed there was a recall
for this same problem, but with Toyota tacomas. I am really concerned about my safety! I'm
driving, and all of a sudden my car just stops running and dies. The car shuts off without
warning, and there are no lights or messages inside my car, to let me know what the problem is.
My car is only a , which I purchased new. I only have a little over 60, miles. The problem is
unknown to me. The contact owns a Toyota Corolla. The contact stated that the check engine
warning light intermittently illuminated while driving. The vehicle was taken jim ellis Toyota of
mcdonough hwy 81, mcdonough, GA , to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that the fuel
pressure pump needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired because the part needed
for the repair was not available. The failure mileage was approximately 33, I put the key in the
ignition and turned it to the first position, then turned the key back and the sound stopped.
Driver side electronic door lock system has failed! The door locks are malfunctioning causing
the door not to open. When simply pushing the button on the fob or even placing the car into
park the door attempt to unlock but fail. Some door locks operate fine and some get stuck.
Passenger front lock and rear driver locks are having this issue on my Toyota. This occurs
when stationary. Tl- the contact owns a Toyota Corolla. The contact stated that while driving at
various speeds the vehicle would experience sputtering and hesitation to accelerate and the
check engine light had displayed. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who
diagnosed that the ecm was faulty and needed to be replaced. The local dealer savannah Toyota
abercorn st. Savannah GA. The manufacturer was not notified. The contact was informed that
the vehicle was not included in the NHTSA campaign number 10v engine, engine cooling. The
contact stated that the vehicle had experienced the same failure listed in the recall. The failure
mileage was , Battery is drained if car is not used for 4 days. Toyota does not acknowledge
problem. Says car must be used every two days to keep battery charged. The screen that
contains all hands free options continuously acts as if it is rebooting and never finishes. It
happened at 70, miles and did this suddenly. This is a major distraction when driving at night
and have a hard time seeing if a deer comes out or other things I need to watch for. I have adhd
and so this causes more problems for me than maybe others. It flashes really bright and goes
dim but continues to do this the whole time. This is a danger for me because of the amount of
light that exudes off of the screen and never stops. It also is a safety concern due to myself not
being able to use any of the hands free options. This must be called in for a recall because it is
dangerous to have this happen. Tl the contact stated was employed by hertz rental cars. The
contact stated that a Toyota Corolla caught on fire. Fire noticed hours after vehicle was parked
and driving out a parking lot. The fire department was contacted and extinghised the vehicle. A
fire deprtment report was taken with file The contact stated that after the vehicle renter was
driving the vehicle out of a parking lot after being parked for hours, flames were noticed coming
from the front driver's side of the vehicle. The vehicle renter exited the vehicle and noticed
flames coing from under the front driver's side. The fire department was contacted and
extinguished the fires. A fire department report was filed. The contact stated that the vehicle
was deemed a total loss. The contact was unaware if the cause of the failrue was diagnosed by
a dealer. The failure mileage was 8, The airbag repair by Toyota or the original equipment short
out wire at the airbag module and caused an engine fire. The stereo system with the touch
screen keeps looping in a reboot. The bright screen flashes on and off and on and off
continuously while driving causing a distraction as you are unable to switch off the stereo
system. The contact stated while his wife was driving 45 mph, the front passenger's side air bag
warning light illuminated while the contact was occupying the front passenger's seat. The
contact called stadium Toyota located at n. Dale mabry hwy, tampa, FL , , to notify the dealer of
the failure. The vehicle was taken to the dealer to have the recall repairs completed. The vehicle
was repaired however, the failure recurred. The manufacturer was not informed of the failure.
The failure mileage was approximately 72, I was trying to back up in area with a lot of young
children around. When I put the vehicle in reverse and looked at the camera screen, it had
completely died. I have been unable to get the screen to work since. It does not do any good for
the NHTSA to require back up camera systems if they fail after a few months. The safety benefit
of requiring a system on vehicles if the system fails completely before the end of is not good.
The contact owned a Toyota Corolla. While the contact was attempting to enter highway traffic,
the lane departure wheel assist malfunction. The lane departure wheel assist engaged without
being activated by the driver causing the vehicle veered left and right. The contact lost control
of the vehicle and it crashed into a wall barrier. The ambulance and police department assisted

the driver out of the vehicle. The contact sustained injuries to the right hand, back, and legs,
which required medical attention. The manufacturer was contacted and were conducting an
investigation. Police report number: was filed. The vehicle was destroyed and towed. The cause
of the failure was not determined. The dealer was not notified. The approximate failure mileage
was 30, Fire on drivers side door, switches pertaining to windows, car was motion. The car was
in stationary mode on a city street and waiting for the red light to turn green. After a few
minutes, the turned green and I accelerated a little as the car begin to move but out of nowhere
the car turned off and all systems stopped, including the computer board, but before all went
blank there was a message about system error with a triangle symbol, and I had to manually
activate the parking lever as well as press the brakes. Thankfully everyone in their lanes noticed
my odyssey and made space for the other upcoming cars as I activated the emergency flashing
lights. However, I turned the car fully off by turning the key and waited some minutes as I was
adjusting to the situation. I then turned the car on again and worked. A few days after the
incident, I took the car to the dealership and the staff member who assisted me said that the
system's record showed that there as an error history but did not say which component part or
where the malfunction was located that caused the car's safety risk in regards to the computer
system and engine to stop without any notice. This response to what happened was not
satisfactory to me because nothing was done and no paperwork or record was given to me
about the system check or report. This incident and unknown response to the malfunction
cause have made me worry about this happening again in the future under other unsafe
circumstances and that it could cause me to have an accident. My Corolla driver side head light
and rear brake light will not work corrwcrly and have been changed numerous times. I have had
several tickets. Also, my oil is disappearing. The tech said that it is the pistons and they need ti
be replaced. This seems to be a common problem with this model. Note: this is for the Corolla
hatchback, not the sedan. It would apply to Corolla sedans as well, though, but not sedans. The
hood over the instrument cluster is not large enough to sufficiently prevent glare on the
instrument cluster, making the gauges difficult to read. See attached images, one showing the
full glare, one using my hand to extend the "hood" of the gauge cluster and provide shade for
the right half. Happens in motion or when stationary, completely dependent upon direction of
the car and time of day. Car Problems. Electrical System problem of the Toyota Corolla 1.
Electrical System problem of the Toyota Corolla 2. Electrical System problem of the Toyota
Corolla 3. Electrical System problem of the Toyota Corolla 4. Electrical System problem of the
Toyota Corolla 5. Electrical System problem of the Toyota Corolla 6. Electrical System problem
of the Toyota Corolla 7. Electrical System problem of the Toyota Corolla 8. Electrical System
problem of the Toyota Corolla 9. Electrical System problem of the Toyota Corolla Wiring
problems. Battery problems. Instrument Panel problems. Starter problems. Horn Assembly
problems. Computer Failure problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Starter Solenoid problems.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Toyota Corolla based on all problems reported for the Corolla. Tl- the
contact owns a Toyota Corolla. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds the
vehicle would experience sputtering and hesitation to accelerate and the check engine light had
displayed. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the ecm was
faulty and needed to be replaced. The local dealer savannah Toyota abercorn st. Savannah GA.
The manufacturer was not notified. The contact was informed that the vehicle was not included
in the NHTSA campaign number 10v engine, engine cooling. The contact stated that the vehicle
had experienced the same failure listed in the recall. The failure mileage was , Also front end
suspension problems repeatedly. Finally its under recall for takata airbags. The contact owns a
Toyota Corolla. The contact stated that the vehicle experienced a complete loss of power. The
contact received notification of NHTSA campaign numbers: 10v engine and engine cooling and
15v air bags. The parts to do the repair were unavailable. The contact stated that the
manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. Bay ridge Toyota 6th
Ave, brooklyn, NY was contacted, but was unable to perform the repair. The failure recurred.
The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the ecu was defective.
The vehicle was not repaired. The vehicle was taken to plaza Toyota nostrand Ave, brooklyn, NY
where it was confirmed that the failure was related to NHTSA campaign number: 10v engine and
engine cooling ; however, they refused to perform the repair free of charge because the
previous dealer documented that the recall repair was completed. The manufacturer was made
aware of the issue and did not offer any assistance. The failure mileage was 89, Key can be
removed while car is out of park. It doesn't even have to be turned all the way off to remove it. It
can be removed while in position for the radio playing while not running. Haven't tried this while
moving for obvious reasons. Read more I have been experiencing sudden stops of the vehicle
while driving that is likely related to the ecm. A case has been registered with Toyota national

head quarter suggesting to call Toyota at I called and spoke with [xxx]. She refused to provide
any help although I provided her the case number r. She handled the case very rudely and
unprofessional, kept me on hold for several minutes and then gave me the same case number
with no further action and ended the call. Thank you, and I look forward to hearing from you.
Information redacted pursuant to the freedom of information act foia , 5 u. Started car in
December , two weeks before christmas. Dash lights did not come on automatically as they
always did at night, nor did they come on after manually turning them on, but after 10 minutes
of driving they came on. Next night again no lights, this time I hit a bump, dash lights flashed on
then off again until next bump in road and came on and stayed on. Next night, no lights. Hit
bumps in road but still no lights. My dash lights never came on again. I looked online and found
that post after post after post of Toyota Corolla owners are experiencing same problem. That's
when I found out I also had no tail lights! Checked for loose wires, no loose wires. Mechanic
puzzled. After seeing all these posts with same problem, Toyota dealer should know what it is! I
hope this will become a recall. I had my vehicle in idle and retracted my drivers side power
windows down to pull my nephew into my lap to say goodbye to him. At this time about 5
minutes after starting my car the window panel, as well as below the door panel towards the
speaker a heavy smell of burning plastic spread around the car and white smoke started
billowing out through the slit the window glass retracts back into. At this time I shut the car off
and waited until the toxic smoke had escaped. This issue with the master switch has been
reported by Toyota for Corollas only. This could have posed a serious health risk had it gone
unnoticed. After doing the diagnostic, it was found that it was in fact a faulty switch that
probably "got wet". If a car is catching on fire after a simple florida rain shower, that is not the
consumer's fault. Faulty manufacturing is the case here. Waiting on Toyota corporate response
or will seek prompt legal action. Tl-the contact owns a Toyota Corolla. The contact stated that
she started her vehicle and the air bag warning indicator illuminated continuously. The vehicle
was taken to a independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the air bag sensors needed
to be serviced. The vehicle has not been repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the
vehicle. The failure mileage was 61, Experiencing air bag light on. Was told at dealer I needed
the air bag spiral cable replaced inside steering column. There is currently a recall the the spiral
cable on certain Toyota models. I question if the Toyota Corolla should be included in the recall
as well. The contact stated that while driving 65 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The
vehicle was restarted within a minute but the failure was recurring. The vehicle was taken to the
dealer, who replaced the ecm electronic control module but to no avail. The VIN was
unavailable. The failure and current mileage was , Car was running then died in the middle of
the street in traffic and would not start again. I was driving uphill on a one-way street in
downtown when I saw and heard the sparks about 1 minute apart from each other on the front
left side between the crack of the hood, the car lost power and turned off. I started it again, and
it only moved about two feet and turned off. The car started to roll back, and the steering wheel
locked making it impossible to steer. An unknown driver who was in front of us was merging to
park to the right told us to get off because the car was on fire, next the smoke was visible. It
began to smell like burned plastic, and then we saw the thick grey smoke coming through the
crack of the hood. I pulled the hand emergency brake to stop the car from rolling back down any
further. I opened the hood we all got out of the car. I went back inside the car to unhooked the
harness off my dog. I was so scared that I couldn't release my dog, and my son's girlfriend
helped me, and we got my dog out. My son, his girlfriend and I got the super-size large drink we
just bought at mcdonald's and dumped on the fire with the help of the unknown man who got a
bucket of some liquid possibly water from the hotel next to us, and the fire was out. I was so
terrifying of how rapid my car caught on fire and how fast everything happening. My car was
well maintained by Toyota regularly, and the mechanic told us that there is no known reason
why the fire started. Toyota has replaced the defected computer twice, the transmission once, I
had two electrical problems in the past, and I do not feel safe in a car with so many
manufacturers defective parts. Unexplainable fire, is the response I got from the insurance and
repair shop which does not make me feel safe to drive a car that could caught fire at any time.
The vehicle was purchased brand new in Two months after the vehicle was purchased, the
factory alarm system engaged intermittently. The dealer repaired the alarm failure. In September
of , the check engine warning indicator illuminated. On February 21, , a warning indicator
illuminated. The contact stated that the vehicle rolled backwards without warning while parked.
The dealer test drove the vehicle and determined that the vehicle was functioning as designed.
The dealer produced a failure code detected for the torque converter clutch lock up and
recommended that the transmission assembly be replaced. On February 24, , an ecm recall
repair was performed. Also in , the contact noticed rust on the hood of the vehicle and small
white circles the size of basketballs on the rear bumper and trunk. Two years later, leopard like

spots were present on the roof of the vehicle. The manufacturer and dealer were notified of the
defects. The manufacturer scheduled an appointment with the dealer in December of for
diagnostic testing. The dealer determined that there were only paint chips on the vehicle and
failed to include the extensive amount of rust on the roof. The service manager informed the
contact that they would use oxidation on the vehicle regarding the rust. The manufacturer
stated that the paint used on the vehicle was environmentally safe. In addition, the contact
received a recall notice for the air bags. It was unknown if the notice pertained to the passenger
or driver side air bag. The VIN was invalid. Shortly after having the ssp, computer replaced
under recall, the check engine light started to come on and go off intermittently. We are the first
owners of this car and being in the auto field for over 30 years I told them that the transmission
felt no different than the day we got the car and suggested that the problem might be in the
computer that was replaced but they insisted that they would have to remove the pan to
investigate and wouldn't even consider the possibility that the computer might be the problem.
The light will come on and stay for 2 or 3 days and then go off for about the same time. Has
anyone else complained about check engine light problems after having the computer replaced
under the recall? If something shows up that is valid I won't pay attention because of this and
possibly cause some damage to the vehicle. After researching the problem it appears to be a
bad ecm which appears to be a common problem for Toyota Corollas between the years 05 This
is potentially a dangerous situation since the car just dies. Many forums have stated that they
were fortunate that they were not rear ended. Since this is a known problem, Toyota should
recall this item and avoid potential harm to the consumer. Pulled up to a red traffic light and
stopped 2. Car stalled and would not restart. Called a wrecker to tow car to Toyota dealership.
Traffic was blocked for around 30 minutes. We were in danger of being rear ended the entire
time. Toyota dealership said the ecu had failed and they installed a new one. She stated that the
car started to jerk periodically also. He said that there was a bulletin released regarding a recall
on the ecm and to take it to the dealer for repair. I took it to Toyota mall of georgia and handed
the service rep the printout of the bulletin and explained what had happened. I asked him if this
had to do with the recent recall - he said that this wasn't recent since the date on the bulletin
was He said probably the ecm needed to be replaced and would call when he knew for sure. A
few hours later he said that the ecm was replaced at no charge. I said why did you replace the
ecm then, he said because there is a start up issue with the ecm. I told him we weren't having
start up trouble, but that the engine light came on and the car started to jerk. I told him what I
had learned about the engine stalling while driving and asked him if these issues were fixed
with this replacement and he said no, just the start up issue!! I was totally confused and did not
feel safe putting my daughter back in that car. Now I see all these complaints going back to
regarding this. Toyota has known about this for 3 years and has done nothing to inform the
public. Meanwhile my daughter has basically been driving a time bomb for the past 3 years!! I
don't feel that the replacement has corrected the problem, so now what is my recourse? Car
inoperable I had it towed to the dealer where I purchased it. The mileage at this time is 83, So I
am advised it is not under warranty. This same issue has occurred twice in two years. Not to
mention the cost of this repair but will it happen in the next two months? Thank goodness the
car behind me was paying attention to fact I was having difficulties or an accident could have
easily occurred. I was driving in the rain one day and my vehicle just stalled out. I had not
driven through high water, or had any brake issues, but the car stalled. Went to turn the next
corner after I had restarted it, and it stalled again. This happened 4 times in a row. I took it into
the shop and they could not find a problem with my vehicle. The problem still occurs about
once a week. My check engine light came on a few months ago, and then turned off. My
transmission started shifting rough and jerking between gears - particularly going in and out of
reverse. A few weeks later my dash light went out, and my tail lights stopped working. I called
Toyota, and they had me come in to the dealership to have my ecu re-calibrated. Rather than
re-calibrating it, I was told after the appointment that they had replaced the ecu. The
replacement ecu was installed on August 7, They were unable to help me with the lighting
problem because they said it was a fuse problem. None of my fuses are blown. The car does not
have as hard of a time shifting between gears as it did before the ecu replacement, but now I am
hardly able to accelerate up the hill to my house. My engine revs up to almost rpm just trying to
get up to 30mph. The engine is working hard and is loud, the car has been vibrating during
acceleration, and it takes a lot of pressure on the brakes to stop the car. There was a recall
announced on my car, and I went to Toyota. Com to check my VIN. It is involved in the recall,
but I already had the new part they say I need installed and the problem persists. I want to
return this car. Asked my dealer about the problem, they didn't hear about it. Two months later
while heading on vacation to canada on Aug. After a few minutes, car started. Couldn't start the
car again. Called aaa. When tow truck came, we were able to start again. He followed me to

parts store, it was closed. Followed him to his home to do some checking. Wouldn't start.
Towed to lebrun Toyota in canadadequa new york. They replace ecu Monday morning. Lebrun
was great at fixing the problem quick. When I was backing out my Toyota Corolla the engine
stalled had the airconditioner at full blast as it was a hot day. Fortunately, I successfully
restarted it and promptly drove it to the Toyota dealership brought it first to firestone autocare
but they advised me to bring it to Toyota. They found out that the car was jumpy specifically
when backing out. It was running funny even when moving forward. Before they fixed the car,
they asked me if my car was still under warranty - 3 years or miles whichever comes first and I
told them that it was not. They told me afterwards that they had to replace the ecu unit and that I
don't have to pay anything because it was still under warranty which I found strange as I was
given the impression that the car was not under warranty. We own a Toyota Corolla four-door
with a 1. Since purchasing this car, we bought it used with low miles, we have had four engine
control modules in this car. The first one was in the car when we bought it. The third one was
replaced in columbus, GA. Two days later. The second and third ecm problem caused the car to
stall. I was driving my Toyota Corolla and pulled out into traffic and the engine just shut off
causing the vehicle to stop. Several vehicles had to swerve and or slam on their brakes to avoid
me. I had the vehicle towed to the local dealer where they replaced the ecm. I have read of other
Toyota vehicles having this very dangerous problem. I could have been injured or killed
because of this ecm failure, please see that Toyota repairs all these vehicles. My Corolla stalled
at an intersection. I was waiting at a stop light and then all of a sudden the engine stalled and
would not start again. I called a friend who helped me push my car to the side of the road. I then
called aaa and they came and towed my car to a car service. This happened at pm today and so
the car service was already closed and I will have to wait till Friday morning to understand what
caused this. It was a harrowing and terrifying experience and I feared for my safety. While
driving 70 mph the engine stalled and the check engine light came on. The contact drove onto
the emergency lane and turned the vehicle off. He waited two minutes and restarted the vehicle
and it began to function normally. The failure was intermittent and had become progressively
worse over time. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who stated that the computer needed to be
replaced. The approximate failure mileage was 78, The current mileage was 82, Engine check
light came on and the car became sluggish. Brought the vehicle into service and was informed
that the ecu was bad and replacement was needed. I was told that this is a very common issue
and Toyota released a TSB in The technician replaced the ecu only to find out that the
replacement was bad as well. Our Toyota Corolla's engine light had been on for a few days and
then while my husband and daughter were going 60 mph down the road the car just shut off and
would not start. Thank god he was on a country road and not in heavy traffic! I see this has
been an issue for Toyota Corollas. Why is there not a recall yet? Toyota needs to get on this
ASAP!. The contact stated that while driving 5 mph, the check engine warning light illuminated
and the vehicle stalled. He was able to restart the vehicle; however, it became difficult to shift
gears. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where he was advised that the ecm
needed to be replaced. The contact was referred to the dealer where the vehicle was waiting to
be repaired. The contact stated that the safety related defect could potentially cause a crash to
occur. Driving my Toyota Corolla on a 4 lane highway, I was in the left lane to turn and the car
just shut down. Coasted into a parking lot, and tried to restart the car and it was fine. Arrived
home in the driveway, my husband opened the hood and asked me to turn the car on, left it
running and it shut down in about 3 minutes. This happened on several occasions. Called the
nearest Toyota dealer and scheduled an appointment. Had the car towed and was told by the
dealer that the computer needed to be replaced. This was under warranty. My Corolla le had
While driving to work my check engine light came on. I stopped by autozone and they read the
code it stated replace the ecu. I took the car to the dealer and they replaced the ecu. This is very
disappointing since I previously owned a Toyota pesao and from 24k to k miles I never once had
any issues with the engine or the electronics. Now this car is blowing up computers at 60k? Car
Problems. Electrical System problem 1. Electrical System problem 2. Electrical System problem
3. Electrical System problem 4. Electrical System problem 5. Electrical System problem 6.
Electrical System problem 7. Electrical System problem 8. Electrical System problem 9.
Electrical System problem Other Electrical System related problems of the Toyota Corolla.
Electrical System problems Instrument Panel problems. Battery problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Computer Failure problems. Starter problems. Wiring problems. Mass Air Flow
Sensor problems. Dash Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Ignition
problems. Click here. Not sure of reg? Enter Make and Model manually. Get a quote for Mass
Airflow Sensor. Get a quote for parts. Get a quote for Steering Rack. Skip to main content. Enter
your registration. Ad provided by Google. Toyota Corolla Common Problems and Solutions.
MAF sensor problem. Models affected:. Solution: You can remove the MAF sensor and give it a

clean to resolve this issue. You can watch the video below to see how this is done:. Difficulty
level 3. Rust around the sunroof. Problem: It is known for the Corolla to have rust around the
sunroof. This is a particular problem around the edges of metal sunroofs. Solution: If the rust is
really bad you will need to replace the sunroof panel. Otherwise you will be able to rub the
surface rust off, treat it and then touch it up with paint. Find a Part Part Finder Get a quote for
parts. Steering column failure. Problem: If you are hearing a clicking noise when turning the
steering wheel, it sounds like a problem with the steering rack. Does the issue in the video
below sound anything like your problem? Solution: You will need to replace the steering rack to
sort the issue. Difficulty level 4. Rattling noise at high speeds. Problem: Another issue when
driving at high speeds is for a rattling noise at about 70mph. If you are hearing this noise on
your vehicle, it is usually caused by a broken plastic part rattling around in the intake manifold.
Solution: This problem is commonly fixed under warranty by Toyota. If you have to repair it
yourself, you will need to remove the intake manifold to remove the plastic parts. Car vibrates at
high speeds. Problem: A known issue on the Corolla is for the car to vibrate when driving at
about mph. This vibration will be felt throughout the whole car. This issue is caused by the
handbrake being over tightened. Solution: To fix this issue you need to make an adjustment to
the handbrake. You will need to loosen it a bit, which will stop the vibration at high speeds.
Difficulty level 2. Reading these common Toyota Corolla problems should help you find out
what is wrong with your Toyota Corolla â€” or just what to look out for in the future. Enter your
number plate below. Select Your Vehicle. Model - Model -. Year - Year -. Trim - Trim -. Body Body -. Engine - Engine -. Gearbox - Gearbox -. Fuel - Fuel -. Buy Corolla parts Corolla common
problems Corolla news. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October in Toyota.
My wife called last week from the Target parking lot and said the car would start but wouldn't
stay on. When I got in it, if I gave it gas it would stay on. I immediately drove to the nearest
repair place, which happend to be a Toyota dealership. The tech said the entire main fuse box
had melted and that he smelled something burning. They have had to replace two new
computers and still no answer. Anyone ever had this. November I guess I've been lucky with my
'98! I've been trying to deal with this problem but have had no luck. I'll describe some problems
and solutions I have tried. Please see if you can help me. I've been having trouble with the
Starter. The symptoms are intermittent. Sometimes the starter will not crank. It'll just "Click". If I
turn the ignition enough times it will start. When I shut the engine off through the ignition and
pulled out the key the starter kept cranking! I had to unplug the battery to get it to turn off. Since
then I have replaced the starter. It was ok for a while but sometimes it will still only "click" when
I turn the ignition and eventually after many tries it will catch and crank the engine. Today my
wife while driving the car complained of a noisy engine and the automatic "lighting" didn't turn
on. She had to turn on the parking lights manually. Old engine was eating oil and then died
cause wify didn't check oil. Thank you to ProLong prob eating my seals. Sometimes when the
gas tank is filled the motor will rev and drop rpm for a little while and then return to normal.
Thank you for everything. Are we suppposed not to switch on park lights when parking? The
parking lights are automatic. There is a photosensitive sensor dome near your "defrost"
windshield. The only way to keep the light from coming on is to pull the emergency brake before
you start the engine. There is a switch in the e-brake. If you want to bypass the automatic
lighting system you have to prob splice that line and short it. But do your research in the
electrical manual December My sister drives an 04 Corolla and is having a problem with the
heating system. The heater will work while the car is driving, but suddenly switch to cold air
when the car is stationary i. What could the problem be electrical issue, blower motor? Also, for
two days the temp. Any thoughts. January I am driving a '92 corolla with over K miles. I never
have any issues other than regular maintenance until recently. The problem comes and go. I go
start up the car fine, drive around and stop. When I come back it would not start. Lights, radio,
works fine but it will not do anything. If I wait awhile and try again, voila, the car will start with
no problems. I can be driving the car with no problems for days and suddenly, it just would not
start. The battery, terminals, starter, alternator all new. Distributor cap, cables, spark plugs in
good shape. Checked terminal cables and looks ok. Any ideas???? Checked fuse 31 and also36
both good. Wondering if anyone knows of more fuses to check or if anyone has had this
problem and what they have done to correct it. Car is a toyota corrolla. Thank you in advance if
anyhelp out there. April We have the same problem with our Some time has gone by since your
posting. Any news? Has anyone solved the mystery? On ours, I wonder if it has anything to do
with the position of the steering wheel or shift lever maybe the contacts. Or maybe some coil or
solenoid just doesn't work when it gets hot? After a while it starts up fine. Thanks for any help.
June Hi, did you all ever figure out your surprise no start problems? I've had two cars that did

this, one was down for 6 months because it was totally random when it would die or not start,
and they had to have it hooked up to an Ossiloscope with their desk person watching it for half
a day to catch it.. Both cases though, it was a bum pick-up coil in the distributor. Good luck!
July I have replaced the battery and terminals, and the starter. Had the Alternator tested and
passed, and two weeks after I got it back on the road my fiance wa eating lunch and went to
leave to go to work and the car would not start. I got in the car and none of the dash lights or
windows would work total electrical failure. So I got the car ready to jump and when I turned the
car ON the radio worked and Door Ajar light lit up, then I turned the key to start it and everything
seized total failure again. I am completely stumped. Checked all the fuses, battery again, and I
am lost. After re-checking everything, the Door Ajar light came on again then same thing,
everything seized when I tried to start it. Can anyone help, Pleeese! Thanks, npentz! We will
check it out. I have since sold the car to my nephew, but I will pass this on to him. BigShot: Here
is a list of the ideas I have come up with, arranged in order of increasing difficulty: 1. August I
have a 92 corolla with 65, miles, and the same exact problem. It seems to only happen in the
summer when it's very hot outside and only sometimes. Three mechanics have diagnosed it as
intermittent distributor failure and sugest changing the distributor. So my question is should I
do it? I hate to put money in the car as it's so old but it is a great city car. Any ideas, comments,
suggestions??? I have Corolla with less than 50, miles and it was working properly. Never had
any problems since then. One day when I was on the road the car suddenly stopped in the
middle of the road and won't start anymore. A technician came in and have checked all the
possible causes fuses, fuel supply, spark plugs, etc and they are all OK. The engine was
cranking when you switch on the ignition it but it won't start run. I filled up full tank of gas. I
drove 20 miles and then the car suddenly stopped running on the road. The guy told me it might
be the bad gas but not sure because I need to bring my car to the shop to check it. Is there
anybody had an issues like this before? Thank you very much in advance for helping me with
this matter. Bad gas or clogged fuel filter sounds it like could be the issue. Good Luck MNF.
Another possibility is a failed fuel pump, but if the pump was bad it probably would have failed
before 50k miles. I have intermittant power windows on my Corolla. Any tips? September My
toyota corolla just started to act funny. When I step on the brakes the headlights, and
dashboard lights including radio and clock go out but then come back on when I step off the
brake. The car runs fine otherwise. I replaced my brake light switch on my girlfriends 94
however it didn't do anything im wondering if at this point and time it'd be a fuse or the wire
harness is shot any input? My battery light came on, car drove for a while then died. Will not
hold jump start. Is this an alternator problem? Cost of repair? Not sure what you mean "will not
hold jump start". After it's running remove the jumper cables, then remove one of the attached
battery cables from your battery after the car is running. If the car remains running your
alternator is fine, if the car stops upon removing one of the battery cables, your alternator is
bad. Cost of decent 5 year battery is approx. Genuine Toyota alternator would be more.
AspenLeaves Posts: 2. February I love my Toyota however it has died times while running in the
last two weeks, the first time I thought it was because I was low on gas, but I still had a half
gallon. The 2nd time I was on a neighborhood street thank god. Someone looked at it and
replaced a fuse. I'll have to look at the diagram and figure out what it controls. Today it died in
another bad place in the middle of an intersection and fortunately the guy behind me jumped
out and pushed me to a safe place. Then same guy who fixed it before came and helped me and
replaced the fuse with a 20 amp? He said there should be no problem. And it drove home,
however I have no wish to drive it with an infant or in icy snowy roads and cause an accident
because it dies again. However I need to truly fix it, if 15 amp was used before is it really wise to
replace it with a 20? Who do I take it to? I've had this thing for 11 years now, never really had a
problem except for the driver window, and the solenoid switch. What do I do first? Economically
times are hard, paying for costly repairs that result in nothing isn't what I'm looking for. First off
if you only had a half gallon of gas in your car you WERE very low on gas. You realize with this
small amount of gas left, any slight inclined could have caused your car to stop. Secondly, I'm
not sure why a fuse would cause your car to stop. Thirdly, replacing a fuse with a higher
amperage fuse is only hiding your electrical problem, not solving it. Suggest finding a
technician you could trust so you have no doubts that paying for a repair is going to solve your
problems. March Which fuse control the power window glass of Corolla? Wondering no
referring fuse there is empty slot. Please help me to find out what control of power window fuse
or Rely and where they located. I have a 91 corolla. If you get it rolling and dump the clutch it
will start as long as the key is turned on but that is the only way i can get it started. If anyone
knows the answer or has a suggestion msg me back. My Toyota Corolla right rear power door
lock stopped functioning about 2 years ago. Six weeks ago my left front control button stopped
operating both of the right side door locks, but continued operating both left side door locks.

Using the key in the right front door locked and unlocked the right front door and the two leaft
side doors, but the right front control button does not work. Last week a friend who is a decent
mechanic pulled apart the right rear door panel and monkeyed with the apparatus. Then I used
the left front control button to lock the doors. They locked, but would not unlock. We tried to
locate the main power door lock fuse, but could not find it. Now I have to manually lock and
unlock all the doors. Can you help me? I don't have electrical schematics for your specific
vehicle, but normally the way you have to trouble shoot these problems is to start with the
switches on the drivers door. The power for door locks and windows goes there first, and then
out to the other doors. The problems you find in this area are typically: - drivers side switch bad
- individual doorlock or window regulator bad - wiring bad between the drivers side door jamb
and drivers door, due to many years of flexing and unflexing every time the drivers door is
opened. These problems are not technically difficult to identify and fix, just tedious. Start at the
drivers door switch, and verify that each switch is working properly with a voltmeter. Then move
the voltmeter to the doors, and verify that the same voltage that you had on the drivers switch,
has made it thru the wiring to the individual doors. Using the drivers switch, and the meter on
the doors, verify each is working properly. Then move to meter out the door switches. Verify
that the remote switch is working correctly, and then also providing the voltage to the locking
mechanism. The battery in my 03 Corolla seems to be slowly draining, as if I had a light or
something on somewhere in the car. Whenever I start the car, it cranks slowly like the battery is
really low. I've tried cutting the engine and then restarting after driving it around and it starts
back up more quickly, as though the battery has charged some. I've checked everywhere and it
doesn't seem like I've left anything on. Also the hydrometer on my battery seems to indicate
that the battery is just fine. When I open the doors after leaving it off for a while the dome light
is really dim. It's like something is slowly drawing power from the battery when the car is off but
I can't figure out what. This is very annoying and I really don't want to take it to a shop or
replace the battery until I have a better idea of what's going on. Any insight into this would be
greatly appreciated. Very simply put, it sounds like you need a new battery. The alternator is
good if the battery is charging. You know batteries don't last forever? If this is the original
battery you extended the average life of an OEM battery. Oh, and disregard that hydrometer test,
it doesn't mean much. My guess would be a poor earth ground for one or both of the brake
lights. That's a problem that plagued your generation of Corolla and the preceding generation.
That's where I'd start looking. I called the tow truck company. I have ownd 10 cars in my life and
never had an alternator problem. Thank a million in advance of your help. You don't mention
what year your Corolla is, or even how long you have owned it. Unfortunately batteries and
alternators do wear out. Sounds like your history of trading or buying cars fequently has
allowed you to luck out until now by not having to replace either of these. Your quote for
replacing these two items seems high to me compared to what my garage would charge me.
Shop around. Terceltom, it's a - see the title of the post. Massod, It is a bit soon for an alternator
and a battery. My guess is that they have not both failed, or that one is the result of the other.
Stuff happens, no car is perfect. Thanks for your response. It has 42, miles on it. I'll take it to
another shop for repair or doitmyself, if they don't drop their price. I paid for two hours of labor,
which I believe it was excessive. Then you went to him to have the work completed anyway.
Now you decide it was too expensive? I guess I would ask if he quoted you more and you were
okay with it, and he charged you even less than what he said, why the problem? So you had
ample information from the technician and myself. Why blame Toyota? All car's alternators will
fail eventually if you keep the car long enough. In fact, I'm willing to bet that, that alternator
lasted longer than most other cars would have. So the bottom line is, yes you were over
charged slightly, but you knew what it would cost before you took your car to get fixed. He cut
you a break from what he told you and now your dissappointed, why? Have a corolla. Drove it to
school the other day, parked. Came out of class, no head lights or power to the fuel pump. No
warning lights ever came on. Will start with either so we have ignition. Any suggestions?
October Does anyone know what this statement means? I took my 96 Corolla for an oil change
yesterday at The Lube Center. I've owned her for 2. However, when I started the car to leave, an
engine check indicator light came on and remained lit. I stopped the engine, and the manager
plugged something into the electrical system to identify the problem. This message came up on
the screen, but he had no idea what it meant. Note: I could have the letters mixed up, but they
were definitely a combination of I, T, and A. I'll call a Toyota dealer, but does anyone know what
this may mean and have any advice for me? All it says in my manual is to see my dealer ASAP
when this indicator light appears. I am struggling to survive on unemployment benefits so I
hope this is not expensive to fix. Also, have I been damaging my catalytic converter system by
allowing my fuel tank to go to empty before filling each week? I read something in the manual
about this stressing the car's system. I thought it was good for the car to get rid of all the "old"

gas before putting in new. I drive a coroola, and both of the headlights and the passenger
foglight went out. I've had the car since , and have never had a problem with this before. I
replace both headlights but not the foglight and this seemed to solve the problem on the
driver's side of the car, but the passenger side the headlight is still out, as is the foglight. I
checked the fuse for the headlights and replaced the one for the passenger side headlight and
still no luck. I am pretty sure it is an electrical problem, but not quite sure what it could be. The
problem was the fuel pump. And yes, I do realize that I WAS low on gas however it is actually
really reliable and will go a full 12 gallons even with that problem. It wasn't on an incline there.
The fuel pump ties into the fuse with this model. Once the fuel pump was replaced no problem
with that anymore. Now my problem lies in the driver side door, the handle broke off in my hand
so I have to open the door from the outside. Plus the driver's window hasn't worked for a long
time. We are looking for a door at a junkyard. I'd say time for a new car I may have a similar
problem with my Corolla. Both my low beam headlights will go out. Not at the same time but one
will go out, then a couple weeks later the other will follow. The first time this happened I played
with the fuses first before buying 2 new bulbs to replace them thinking they had burned out as
the fuses were fine. As I was about to replace them I set the screwdriver down on the frame and
the vibration triggered the light to come back on. I then tapped around the frame near the other
headlight and the same thing happened. Before this occurred I had decided the car was an
electrical lemon. I also have a problem where the speedometer console lighting on the right first
died, later followed by the left. I also have an intermittent dome light. If switched on it will turn
off for a bit, then come back on at random times. Ohh, and my drivers electrical side door locks
are fussy as well. The switch doesn't always lock the doors. I have to lean my self over like an
idiot and use the switch on the passenger side half the time I park to get out. I'm not usually
bright enough to remember i can use my key from the outside to lock all 4 doors as well, though
even then Ive had problems with that though I fault a poorly cut key which I had ordered or had
made as a backup and has since become my primary I don't recall the figure I was quoted to
have both the dash lighting and the door locks fixed but at the time it seemed ridiculous to me
as the car is over the hill and frankly I don't care enough about it to have the whole cars
electrical system replaced, assuming that's what needs to be done. It's just unfortunate that I
can't sell the car for a few bucks or give it to anyone in good conscience knowing at night they
may freak out and crash if both low beams fail at once or they're traveling at unsafe speeds cuz
they can't read the speedometer in the dark, pre-warned or not. Anyways, just wanted to share
that, interested to see how many other 01's are lemons in the electrical department. The next
time I have it in for service I'll have the electrical system looked at and get newly quoted and
hopefully remember this thread to share that info here. And 01corolla, try my tip in tapping the
frame near the headlights, use the grip end of a screwdiver while the lights are turned on. If it
works for you it's a nice, cheap if only temporary fix. First allow me to tell you I have a Corolla
LE and have not had one electrical issue to date. In fact I have never even had to replace one
light bulb yet. So electrical lemon NO, in fact, far from it. Now as to your issues it sounds like
you are really getting very dramatic over a few very minor problems. Each sounds like it has it's
own same basic remedy. If I had your car here right now I could probably solve almost all of
your minor electrical problems in less then one hour. The dome switch sounds like it's nothing
more then a switching opening up on occasion. I would remove the cover, check that the switch
and bulb contacts are all making good contact and probably spray it with a little WD or an
electrical contact cleaner spray and repl;ace cover. The intermittant headlights are telling you
that there is nothing more than looseor non-conductive contacts on the plug. Pull out each
headlight plug, spray and push in all the way. Door locks are most likely the same problem,
remove the inside door panels, check contacts and clean and spray. In an older car you have to
realize these electrical switches and contacts are subject to many various temperature changes
and road vibrations over the years and can oxidize or loosen up very easily. You would have
this problem regardless of whatever brand or model you would have. Now the dash panel lights
are a different story. Depending on which ones are burned out it could be a little labor intensive
to replace these small bulbs. But really in a I would just live with it rather then spend the money
to replace them. I didn't mean the Corolla was an electrical lemon, I meant my Corolla was.
Dramatic I am not, I mostly just described the problems that lead me to conclude that. I've had a
few cars in my time, some with mileage under km some with mileage over ,km, all in and from a
Canadian climate and never have I had the number of minor electrical problems I have had with
this one. That's the very dull and undramatic truth. In fact, after I posted I realized I had left out
two more glitches, one being my middle brake lamp not functioning, the other being the
intermittency of the light illuminating the gears. As for the tips and suggestions I appreciate
very much the time you have taken to post them. If I recall correctly the windshield I had
replaced was overall cheaper then what was needed in labour to replace a light bulb in the

speedometer console and compared to each other the light bulb cost seemed absurd - For the
brake lamp I will try your same suggestion for the headlights and dome problem. Again, thanks
for your time. Yea, when you start pulling apart a dashboard the labor can get quite expensive
just to fix a lillte light bulb. Unless of course you take the time to do it yourself and remember
where all the little screws go when you want to put it all back together. I have an 86 Tercel that
has some dash bulbs burned out but I just live with it. My 06 Corolla has started sounding the
seat belt alarm when I start to drive as though the seat belt is not connected. I always wear my
belt. There is no one else in the ca and nothing on any of the seats. Is there a way to bypass the
seat belt warning? I was able to bypass the alarm on my Subaru. My Corolla's gear gets stuck in
the frigid cold weather here in Pittsburgh, PA. I have to warm the car for about 30 mins before
the gear can release. Any idea what the prolem might be and how it can be solved? Hi, I have a
Corolla that has been a fine car till now. On the way home today the power, electrical, en
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gine, everything went out for just a second 4 different times. The first three times the engine
maintained life, but the fourth time it died. The power came right back and I could restart it.
Anyone know what causes all of the power to go out momentarily? Radio, engine, all ectrical.
Thanks, Ted. I purchased a Corolla in August. I had a remote start installed by a vendor who has
installed at least 5 remote starts on my vehicles, no problems. My daughter told me that the
trunk began opening every time she used the remote start. It also opens when the locks are
activated in any way. The trunk also opens when the vehicle is taken from Park to Drive or
Reverse. Toyota dealer said the problem was the remote start. The remote start vendor said
they are not connected to the transmission and it was likely the vehicle electrical system. The
remote start has been removed and the problem still exists. The ECM?? Any other reports of
this problem or ideas what is up? Sign In or Register to comment.

